Imaging of affinity microcontact printed proteins by using liquid crystals.
This paper reports the design of surfaces on which thermotropic liquid crystals can be used to image affinity microcontact printed proteins. The surfaces comprise gold films deposited onto silica substrates at an oblique angle of incidence and then functionalized with a monolayer formed from 2-mercaptoethylamine. Ellipsometric measurements confirm the transfer of anti-biotin IgG to these surfaces from affinity stamps functionalized with biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA), while control experiments performed using anti-goat IgG confirmed the specificity of the IgG capture on the stamp. On these surfaces, anti-biotin IgG caused nematic phases of 4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl (5CB, Delta epsilon = epsilon(parallel) - epsilon(perpendicular) > 0) to assume orientations that were parallel to the surfaces (planar anchoring) but with azimuthal orientations that were distinct from those assumed by the liquid crystals on the amine-terminated surfaces not supporting IgGs. Following incubation of these samples for >8 h at 36 degrees C, we observed that the amine-terminated regions of the surface not supporting IgG cause 5CB to undergo a transition from planar to perpendicular (homeotropic). Because N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline (MBBA) (Delta epsilon < 0) does not undergo a similar transition in orientation, this transition is consistent with the effects of an electrical double layer formed at the amine-terminated surface on the liquid crystal. Following the transition to homeotropic anchoring, the liquid crystals provide high optical contrast between regions of the surface supporting and not supporting IgG. We conclude that amine-terminated surfaces (I) uniformly align liquid crystals when not supporting proteins and (II) have sufficiently high surface free energy to capture proteins delivered to the surface from an affinity stamp, and thus they form the basis of a useful class of surfaces on which affinity microcontact printed proteins can be imaged using liquid crystals.